
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Taking the Mending and Purification Vows 
 

Keeping vows even for a short period of time, even half day, has great benefit, as we gather an 
important amount of positive potential (merit) in a short time. This is repeatedly taught in the 
Pratimoksha and Sutra texts.  
 
The Mending and Purification Vows are taken for twenty four hours. It is usual to take them on the 
full and new moon days, on the eighth and twenty fifth days of the Tibetan month, during the month 
of Sagadawa (fourth month of the Tibetan calendar) and during Losar time (Tibetan New Year). 
They are taken from sunrise of one day until sunrise of the next day.  
 
If possible, the first time the vows are taken, they are taken from a person qualified to give these 
vows. If not possible, this first time the vows can be taken as described below for the case of a re-
newal. 
Later, they can be renewed in front of all the buddhas and bodhisattvas, visualizing them with a 
devotional mind, and knowing with faith and clear mind that they are actually present as witness.  
 
Succinctly, these Mending and Purification Vows are: 

1 - Avoid killing, directly or indirectly. 
2 - Avoid taking what has not been offered. 
3 - Avoid sexual activity. 
4 - Avoid lying and inducing into error. 
5 - Avoid consuming intoxicants: alcohol, tobacco and mind-altering drugs. Medicines for on-
going treatments can be taken. 
6 - Avoid eating more than once a day. Food should be light and taken before noon. A meal 
is considered to be finished when no food is eaten for thirty minutes. In other periods of the 
day, light drinks can be taken, but not undiluted milk or fruit juices with pulp. 
7 - Avoid sitting, out of pride, on high and luxurious beds or seats. 
8 - Avoid using jewellery, such as rings, necklaces or earrings; perfumes and cosmetics to 
arouse desire, and do not dance, sing or play music to generate sensual desire. Those used 
daily, such as wedding rings and the like are not included in this precept. 

 
Taking the vows 
At sunrise we wash our face, hands, mouth and feet. If you prefer, you can take a shower or bath. 
1 - If we are renewing the vows, we take them facing the shrine. We visualize all the buddhas and 
bodhisattvas in front of us, feeling that when we invoke them with faith and clarity of mind, they are 
present. We generate a strong intention to attain enlightenment for the benefit of all beings, and 
with that motivation we offer three short prostrations.  
2 - If we take the vows for the first time from a teacher, we also visualize the assembly of buddhas 
and bodhisattvas, and offer three prostrations.  
3 - After the three prostrations, in both cases we should kneel with our right knee down and our left 
knee up, and fold our hands. Kneeling with hands folded is a symbolic posture to demonstrate your 
utmost respect and sincerity. 
 
Now, the teacher recites, and the practitioners repeat: 

Just as the buddhas of the past, the Thus Gone, the Noble Ones who have destroyed 
the foes and the perfectly and totally Enlightened Ones, that are like the loyal and intel-
ligent steed and the great elephant, who have done what needs to be done for them-
selves and are doing what needs to be done for others, laid down their load, reached 
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their own destination, entirely exhausted their ties to samsara, possessing perfect 
speech, having a perfectly and totally liberated mind, and perfect and total transcend-
ent wisdom, just as those who have these qualities, perfectly and totally buddhas, per-
fectly took the Mending and Purification Vows for the sake of all sentient beings, in or-
der to benefit them, to liberate them, to eliminate their hunger and sickness, to perfect 
the aids to enlightenment, all that in order to realize the highest and perfect enlighten-
ment, in the same way, I, (say your name), will also perfectly take the Mending and Pu-
rification Vows from this moment until sunrise tomorrow. 

Repeat two more times after the teacher. 
 
Each practitioner now recites the commitment to respect the vows. 

From now on I will not kill. I will not take another's property. I will not engage in sexual 
activity. I will not speak false words. I will totally avoid intoxicants, which are the cause 
of many faults. I will not use high or expensive beds or seats. I will avoid eating food at 
improper times. I will not wear perfumes, garlands and ornaments, or sing, dance and 
so forth.  
Just as the noble ones who have destroyed the foes, abandoned killing and so forth, 
may I, by avoiding killing and so forth, quickly attain supreme enlightenment. May I and 
all beings wandering in samsara be freed from the ocean of cyclic existence. 

Repeat three times. 
 
Dharani of pure conduct 
Offer three short prostrations in front of all the buddhas and bodhisattvas. Then the teacher recites 
and the practitioners repeat three times: 

 
om ahmoga sila sambara sambara bara bara maha sudda sato pema bibu 
keta bundza dara dara saminta ahwa lokite hum phet soha. 

 
Then each practitioner recites the Dharani 21 times. 
 
Note on the pronunciation of the Dharani for foreign speakers 
The dharanis and mantras have an intimate relation with sound, both physical and subtle. We 
therefore emphasize the importance of trying to emulate the Sanskrit sounds. Inserting Sanskrit 
diacritic marks to improve the pronunciation would not help most practitioners, who are not familiar 
with them. We have therefore tried to reproduce the dharani the way a Tibetan teacher would pro-
nounce it. If you are an English speaker, do not read them with the normal English phonetics. 
Sometimes they are quite different. The same is valid for other languages, such as French, where 
the accents would be misplaced. We suggest you check this point with your teacher.  
 
 
 
This document is an abridged edition. You can find a link to the complete edition here. If there were any contributions or 
corrections that you would like to suggest, or any doubts you would like to clarify, please contact us at contac-
to@cetepso.com.ar 
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